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Why I Believe the Coronavirus
Scare Has Been Manufactured
by Russell Sackett
The only reason I have time to be writing this paper today is because I have jobs cancelled on account of the Coronavirus scare. So, many thanks to the CDC, WHO and the
mainstream media for this wonderful opportunity to expose you!
My frst clue all of this is a giant scam is the history of all these “pandemics” in recent
years. Let’s see, we had H1N1, H5N1, Bird fu, Swine Flu, Zika, Ebola, West Nile, the list
goes on. There didn’t seem to be anything that happened as a result of any of these epidemics, at least not from my experience or perspective, or anyone else I’ve spoken to
about the subject. Even according to the WHO, most people recover from this virus in
two to six weeks without incident. So what’s the big deal?
With all these cases, the symptoms are always similar to any common cold, potentially
freaking out mass amounts of people about simply having a case of the sniffes. This is
what they’re after: maximum fear and agitation of the masses. Guess which states are
currently reporting the highest number of cases? If you guessed California, Washington
and New York, you win the prize! Also High on the list are Texas, Colorado, Illinois, Virginia and Massachusetts. We have seen these states connected to all the recent fakery of
the last century via their proximity to Intelligence/ military operations.
The main authority on this most recent health scare is a guy named Dr. Anthony Fauci.
If we look him up, guess what we fnd? Red fags everywhere. He has no genealogy listed
at Geni. Wikitree has a private listing for a “living Fauci” that can’t be accessed by the
public. What are they hiding? They admit on Wikipedia his parents’ names are Stephen
and Eugenia. Jewish. (See Eugenia Phillips. She was a Jewish spy for the Confederacy
during the Civil War.) They say he is of Italian descent and grew up Catholic, but we’ve
seen these lies many times before. They are admitted to have owned a pharmacy. Supposedly, the dad worked as the pharmacist, the mother and sister worked the counter,
and young Anthony delivered prescriptions. Right. Very cute, but I highly doubt it.
Fauci’s other claim to fame is his substantial contributions to HIV/AIDS research. I won’t
unwind this mess here, but I’ve come across lots of stuff online about the dubiousness of
the claims made of this disease. Wiki says, “He played a signifcant role in the early
2000s in creating the President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief [5] and in driving development of biodefense drugs and vaccines following the 9/11 terrorist attacks.” So, apparently he’s still in the family business, pushing drugs. He has also, among other honors, earned the Presidential Medal of Freedom. I think that tells you all you need to
know about this guy. He’s an obvious spook.

Who else might be beneftting from this fasco, other than the previously mentioned
bankers and drug/insurance companies? In my part of the world, the grocery stores are
running out of food on a regular basis now. So we have the producers of our poisoned
food raking it in. For some odd reason, toilet paper is becoming a scarcity, enriching the
assholes over at Procter & Gamble and Koch Industries.
If you’d like to search online about the Coronavirus being fake, you won’t fnd any useful
information, on account of the internet being fooded with misdirection. The terms “conspiracy”, “fake”, “myth”, “disinformation” and “hoax” when related to a Coronavirus web
search will yield all kinds of articles about fake news, people selling fake cures, fake
health advice, fake travel advice, etc., effectively downlisting anything meaningful into
oblivion. This is no accident. They even manage to sneak racism into some of these articles. How Lovely! Every single article is run from all the usual mainstream and spook
publications. Of course all these articles imply the virus is a real thing, misdirecting on
every possible front. I was only able to fnd two articles that even mentioned the possibility that this this whole thing might be a hoax. One is quoting Trump, of course, and
the other is a “crazy anti-vaxxer” Australian boxer named Anthony Mundine, blackwashing any opponents of vaccination. Convenient.
Some folks posting over at Cutting Through the Fog have done some good research. A
poster, “Maria”, has some interesting info on all this. She reports that Italy, Great
Britain, the US, Canada, the EU and Japan are all “pledging” billions of dollars, pounds,
euros, etc. to fght the spread of the virus. In the past, this has meant loaning money to
poor countries in order for them to be able to afford to buy the drugs from the drug
companies, and pay them back with interest. (She has links there to the sources reporting this information.) The IMF is also in on the act, themselves pledging 50 billion
USD. Someone stands to make a shitload of money six ways to Sunday here. This information alone should cast some serious doubt on the legitimacy of this whole situation.
Josh himself at CTTF also has some interesting info he has dug up as well. He fnds that
the CDC was hiring for statewide coordinators of its Quarantine Program all the way
back to mid-November of last year across 14 states, with a proposed salary range between 50 and 90K per year! Hmmm. Why might they have been doing that? They
must have known something we didn’t. Some more research by another poster, “tony
martin”, divulges a pretty juicy tidbit. Apparently, the Federal Reserve has offered $270
billion in loans to Wall Street in the wake of all this. So, we see what’s going on here behind “door number three”. “Tony” has a link posted there which contains his source.
“They Live” has posted a link to a CNN report saying it is now 1.5 trillion coming from
the Fed. One last post here seems to be the clincher: “theordinaryguy” posts a link to a
law frm’s website divulging that the “CDC Members Own More Than 50 Patents Connected to Vaccinations”. Talk about a confict of interest! Good job to all over at Cutting for
your digging. You just made my job a lot easier!
As far as photographic evidence is concerned here, ridiculousness abounds. Just check
out this page from Buzzfeed. Here we have a bunch of government employees dressing
up in hazmat suits, spraying chemicals and posing for the camera. This is supposed to
prove to the world how serious this all is. What a joke! We even have the same people
shown in several photos. If there is really so much evidence, why would they need to
post several pictures of the same people in three different poses to prove how dire this
situation is? “Maria” at CTTF also posts links to photos from Italy supposedly “proving”
this huge fake. In the post she questions how this proves anything except that this is

fake. The patients are lying face down. Why would they be thus when that would only
inhibit proper breathing? It doesn’t make sense. Check out her comments a little further down the page. She makes a lot of sense! Thanks again Maria!
I guess I’m not really adding that much to the conversation, but I’m not sure how much
more needs to be said about this. I certainly don’t care to make this paper any longer
than it already is. It’s just an obvious Psy-op, with the same bastards behind it, reaping
the spoils. For the past couple weeks I have been seeing comments over at Cutting about
how someone should write this paper. I heartily agreed, but I didn’t seem to have the
time myself to do it. I kept checking there and at Miles’ update page for this, but it hadn’t
come. And since I was given this time today to do it, Here it is!
Miles: here's a bit more. http://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/

Amazingly, after this event 201 simulation from none other than Bill Gates, we get a "real" outbreak a few months later. So another angle is clearly Bill Gates and his fake foundations soaking
treasuries worldwide to sell fake/dangerous vaccines, mainly to the third world. Also notice
Event201 was on October 18. Chai, aces and eights.
Also, check out the video of Neil Degrasse Tyson on Colbert admitting this is all a test, to see if
we will believe scientists. It is beyond incredible. If you can watch it without puking, you aren't
completely woke yet. Notice there is a huge cheer when Tyson plugs scientists. Then remember
that the night before Colbert had panned the audience: it was empty. Where did the cheer come
from? It was as fake as the virus.
In my opinion, you can categorize your local businesses by how they are reacting to this fake crisis. If they are agreeing to close without a legal order to do so or are in any other way promoting
this, it means they are linked to the Phoenician navy. They are getting orders from above and
they are expected to follow them. I also think this is going to backfire on the P-navy, like everything else they do. They are trying to squelch dissent and crush resistance, but this will just create more resistance. It will wake up more people to the matrix. I still predict this is going to
fade away very soon, since they can't keep this up. But if they do they risk sparking the revolution they are trying to quash, and they also risk a run on the banks. Every test they run on us is a
reverse test on them, and they always fail. The Tyson video is enough proof of that, since if they
were fully in control of the event or knew what they were doing, that would have never made it
to air.
I consider this paper open, so if anyone wants to add to it, please send me your addenda. I am
working on something else, but am happy to see my readers sending me stuff on this.
Addendum March 16: From a reader: One of the keys as you observed is the "Event 201" simulation. This was not only Gates, but also the World Economic Forum, which bills itself as the
"International Organization for Public-Private Cooperation". One of the main recommendations
from the Event 201 report was that public-private partnerships must be created to respond to pandemics. This is exactly what we have seen in the US and the EU. Another mass fleecing and
power grab, combined with action along the same lines by the central banks. Further we find that
the Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security which conducted Event 201 is also sponsored by

the Department of Homeland Security and the Pentagon, as well as the Rockefeller Foundation
and more. [see below]
(Check out the World Economic Forum website, these people are completely nuts. Yet they run
the world apparently.)
(Although medicine has always been a power area it now seems much more integrated with the
military-industrial-financial-entertainment complex -- scary.)
Another key is the alleged spate of deaths at the Life Care Center in Kirkland, Seattle. This one
site was responsible for the majority of early "coronavirus" deaths reported in the US and still
represents 40% of the total (25 out of 61). When we look at this closely we find the hallmarks of
the series of spectacles running from Newtown to Parkland. On the most basic level, this nursing
home was not treated as if it was truly the center of a pandemic.
Relatives of the supposed dead at the nursing home were standing on the front lawn doing a
press conference despite the fact that some were potentially exposed to the virus. The choice of
the "family members" to even hold a press conference is itself suspicious at this point, too.
I think you will appreciate the fact that one of the people shown by the media as losing a parent
at this nursing home is named Debbie De Los Angeles, which might very well mean, Debbie
from Los Angeles! (Or even command from Los Angeles, how about that.) Regardless, a fantastically fake name.
Having established that this nursing home was hit hard by the deadly disease, the scriptwriters
felt they could increase the total of deaths to 25, out of 63 cases [see below], for an unheard of
40% death rate. This despite the fact that they were identified as having the disease in February
and should have had lots of medical attention.
There is a conspicuous absence of secondary documentation related to the deaths:

If we crunch numbers, the coronavirus looks very fishy. First off, it's incredibly easy to fake illness and mortality figures. All a federal agency like the CDC needs to do is publish the numbers.
There's no way for the average Joe to fact-check them. And we already know the CDC lies all
day long about things like flu deaths in order to push vaccines and diagnostic products. This
Foreign Policy Journal article titled "How the CDC Uses Fear Marketing to Increase Demand
for Flu Vaccines" is quite informative on this front. It links us to a presentation by the CDC’s director of media relations in 2004, at a workshop for the Institute of Medicine (IOM). Unfortunately the link has since been broken (naturally), but here is what the FPJ article says:
In its presentation, the CDC outlined a “‘Recipe’ for Fostering Public Interest and High Vaccine
Demand”. It called for encouraging medical experts and public health authorities to “state concern and alarm” about “and predict dire outcomes” from the flu season. To inspire the necessary
fear, the CDC encouraged describing each season as “very severe”, “more severe than last or
past years”, and “deadly”.
One problem for the CDC is the accurate view among healthy adults that they are at not at high
risk of serious complications from the flu. As the presentation noted, “achieving consensus by

‘fiat’ is difficult”—meaning that just because the CDC makes the recommendation doesn’t mean
that people will actually follow it. Therefore it was necessary to create “concern, anxiety, and
worry” among young, healthy adults who regard the flu as an inconvenience rather than something to be terribly afraid of.
The phrase "concensus by fiat" should tell you everything. They create fear of illness the same
way they create money. They simply foist it on you and then appeal to their own authority for its
legitimacy. Other groups like the World Health Organization operate exactly the same way. In
that presentation, the CDC says "health literacy" is a problem, but in the opposite way you'd expect. People are becoming too health-literate, and that is impeding vaccination rates. The CDC
itself said this. Just look at flu vaccination rates in recent years:

Up until 2019 the numbers remained well below the CDC's 70% goal for most age groups. Then
last year vaccine rates shot up significantly. Why? Because the CDC reported a massive jump in
flu cases in 2018 -- from around 30,000 annually to 80,000. That was a test case to see if reporting inflated numbers would lead to higher vaccination compliance. It did. Now enter coronavirus.
Does that mean they're simply fabricating coronavirus numbers? To answer that question, I point
you to this Barron's article titled "China’s Coronavirus Figures Don’t Add Up. ‘This Never
Happens With Real Data.’" Unfortunately it's behind a paywall, but the title alone is very telling,
isn't it? We also get a very eye-opening statement in the preview content:

A statistical analysis of China’s coronavirus casualty data shows a near-perfect prediction
model that data analysts say isn’t likely to naturally occur, casting doubt over the reliability
of the numbers being reported to the World Health Organization.
Come again? Did Barron's just admit the coronavirus numbers are being generated by a statistical model?

